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3.25 million new malicious Android apps have been uncovered.
This roughly translates to an introduction of a new malicious
Android app every 10 seconds [4]. These malicious apps are
created to perform different types of attacks in the form of
Trojans, worms, exploits, and viruses. Some notorious
malicious apps have more than 50 variants, which makes it
extremely challenging to detect them all [5].

Abstract
A lot of mobile phone users are rapidly switching to
smartphones, and many users download and install mobile
applications without any considered of security. Therefore,
smartphones are interesting goal for malware, mainly with
Android devices. So, it is too important to use a system to detect
the malware applications before installing it on the phones. In
this paper we propose a powerful System to detect Android
malware based on Android permissions. The proposed
approach is built to extract features relevant to malware based
on extracted permissions from AndroidManifest.xml file to be
used as features for training machine learning classifiers. The
experimental results show that proposed approach obtains an
accuracy of over 95% in our sample set of 18,490 applications
(11,672 benign; 6,818 malicious). Thus, it can reliably detect
both malware and benign applications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2 a
survey of previous relevant studies, in section 3 presents the
proposed model, in section 4 we describe the Dataset, in section
5 experiment setup, in section 6 discuss experiment results and
finally in section 7 the conclusion.

2. RELATED WORK
In Android system, permissions requested by the application
plays a vital role in governing the access rights. By default,
apps have no permission to access the user data and effect the
system security. During installation, user must allow the app to
access all the resources requested by the app. Developers must
mention the permissions requested for the resources in the
AndroidManifest.xml file. But all declared permissions are not
necessarily the required permissions for that specific
application.

Keywords: Android, Malware Detection, Machine learning,
Smartphones, Android Permissions.

1. INTRODUCTION
Android is currently the most used smart-mobile device
platform in the world, occupying 85% of market share [1]. As
of now, there are nearly 3 million apps available for
downloading from Google Play, and more than 65 billion
downloads to date [2]. Unfortunately, the popularity of Android
also spurs interests from cyber-criminals who create malicious
apps that can steal sensitive information and compromise
mobile systems. Unlike other competing smart-mobile device
platforms, such as iOS, Android allows users to install
applications from unverified sources such as third party app
stores and file sharing websites. The malware infection issue
has been so serious that a recent report indicates that 97% of all
mobile malware target Android devices [3]. In 2016 alone, over

Ref. [6] has shown that most of the time developers have
declared the permissions that are not actually required by the
application which makes it difficult to detect the malicious
behavior of application. Antimalware analyzes the Android
Manifest.xml file where all the permissions for the resources
required by the app are mentioned. Stowaway [6] exposes the
permission over privilege problem in Android where an app
requests more permissions than it actually uses. Stowaway
performs static analysis to determine the API calls invoked by
the application and then it maps the permissions required by the
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API calls. They found that one third applications are over
privileged among 940 Android application samples. It cannot
resolve the API calls invoked by applications with the use of
java reflections.

generated by the classifiers are not perfect and we cannot
completely rely on those results.
Sanz Borja et al. [10] presented PUMA for detection of
malicious apps by analyzing the requested permissions for
application. They used permission tags such as
<usespermission>
and
<uses-features>
present
in
AndroidManifest.xml file to analyze the malicious behavior of
apps and applied different classifier algorithms on dataset of
357 benign apps and 249 malicious apps. The solution provides
high detection rate but results generated have high false
positives rate also it is not adequate for efficient detection of
malware it still requires information related to other features
and dynamic analysis.

In [7], authors have proposed a light weight malware detection
mechanism which only analyze the manifest file and extract the
information such as permissions, intent filters ( action, category
and priority), process name and number of redefined
permissions to detect the malicious behavior of an application.
After extracting such information, they compare it with the
keyword list provide in the proposed method and then calculate
the malignancy score. They used Weka [8] which is a data
mining tool for calculation of threshold value. At last they
compare the malignancy score with threshold value and
classify the app as malware if malignancy score exceeds
threshold value. They have used 365 samples to test the
efficiency of proposed solution and the solution provides 90%
accurate detection. It is cost saving mechanism as it only
includes the analysis of manifest file and can be implemented
in other detection architectures easily to detect malwares
efficiently. Also it can detect even those malwares that remain
undetected by signature based detection method. This proposed
solution is limited to manifest file information. Also it cannot
detect the adware samples.

Enck et al. [11] developed KIRIN, a tool that provides light
weight certification at installation time. It defines the security
rules and simply compares the requested permissions of app
with its security rules and certifies the app as malware if it fails
to pass all the security rules. The installation of app is aborted
if the app is attributed as malware. Authors have tested 311
applications downloaded from official Android market and
found that 5 applications failed to pass the specified rules.
Proposed solution is light weight as it only analyzes the
Menifest.xml file. The limitation of KIRIN includes that it may
also declare some legitimate applications as malware because
the information provided for application certification is not
adequate for detection of malware.

C. Y. Haung et al. [9] proposed a method for better detection of
permission based malware detection which includes the
analysis of both requested and required permissions as most of
the time malware authors declare more permissions in the
manifest file than they actually require for the application. Also
it analyses the easy to retrieve features and then labels the
application as benign or malware. Three different labeling
types are used for this purpose which includes site based
labeling; scanner based labeling and mixed labeling. In site
based labeling it labels the app as benign if it is downloaded
from Google official app market and if it is downloaded from
some malicious source then the app is labeled as malicious. In
the second labeling scheme, if the antivirus scanner declares the
app as benign the app is label as benign and same for the
malware case. In the mixed labeling the app is labeled on the
basis of both site based and scanner based labels. After labeling
all the samples are divided into three datasets and requested
permissions of these datasets are analyzed by the machine
learning algorithms such as Naive Bayes, AdaBoost, Support
Vector Machine and Decision Tree [9]. On the basis of results
generated by these classifiers we can evaluate the performance
of permission based detection method. in [9] authors have
performed experiment on data set of 124,769 benign and 480
malicious apps. They analyzed the performance of permission
based detection of malware and showed that more than 81% of
malicious apps samples can be detected by the permission
based detection method. Proposed method provides the quick
filter for malware detection but the performance values

DroidMat [12] is a tool that extracts the information from
manifest file such as permissions, message passing through
intents and API call tracing to analyze the behavior of
application. It applies K-means clustering that increases the
malware detection capability and classify the applications as
benign or malware by using KNN algorithm [13]. It is more
efficient than Androgaurd [14] as it takes lesser time to identify
the 1,738 apps as malware or benign. Also it is cost saving as it
doesn't require dynamic simulation and manual efforts. But as
a static based detection method it cannot detect the malwares
which dynamically load the malicious content such as
DroidKngFu and BaseBridge.

3. PROPOSED MODEL
3.1 Android application package (APK) files
This section describes the general construction and content of
Android apps as shown Figure 1. From a high level view,
Android applications are essentially zip files that contain the
actual execution and application components including
programming code, resources, assets, certificates, and a
manifest file. The coming subsections explain the content of
APK files most relevant to our work. People familiar with
Android applications and their design may want to bypass
reading this section.
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Figure 1: APK Architecture

background. For example, a music player application
could run as a service when the user closes the main screen.
A malicious application could use the service component
to send information to remote servers, receive harmful
commands from them or record its environment.

3.2 AndroidManifest.xml
Every Android application comes with a manifest file which
holds fundamental information about the application the
Android system must understand before it can run its code.
More specifically , the system will not allow an application to
access / run components or resources that are not stated in the
manifest file [15]. The manifest file is close to divided into two
sections: application components and uses-permissions.



Receivers component (a.k.a. broadcast receivers) enables
applications to receive notifications or messages from the
system or other applications. Common messages from the
system can be time-zone changes and low-battery
warnings. Since not all messages are useful to an
application on an Android device, a filter may be applied
to eliminate messages of no interest by a specific
application.



Providers component (a.k.a. content providers) creates a
connection from an application’s database to another
application it intends to share data with. An application
that provides shared databases needs to declare a content
provider component in its manifest file. A uses-permission
for controlling the access to a provider needs to also be
defined in the manifest file.

3.2.1 Application components
The first important part of the manifest file and each application
is the application components. Each component has a portion
of an application's overall functionality. An application can
execute user interaction when the user taps the application's
icon, which then opens the application's user interface.
Therefore, it is essential to observe that one application may
have multiple components; each assisting in performing part of
its different functions. They are described in the following
paragraphs:




Activities component provides visualized user interfaces.
Each activity component provides a specific screen with
which users can perform some actions or request some
tasks. For example, an activity can be a screen with an
active camera and a button to take a picture in a photo
application or a scrolling screen of calendars in a hotel
booking application. The purpose of this component is to
provide a method for the application to interact with users.

3.2.2 Uses-Permissions
The other are provided permissions where an application itself
allows other applications entry to its data. The uses-permissions
are stated permissions which the application wants to have from
the Android system and are provided by the user at installation
time. An Android application must state all preferred usespermissions inside the AndroidManifest.xml file. An example

Services component usually performs certain tasks
continually without interacting with users in the
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Figure 2: Proposed Model for Android Malware Detection

of a uses-permission is READ_CONTACTS, which if given,
allows for reading all the contacts in the address book.

underlying data. In addition, it guarantees at least local
minimum of criterion function reducing the time for
convergence of clusters on large datasets. [14] K-means is a
simple and easy way of clustering dataset into k clusters. [16]
The details of K-means clustering algorithm are given in the
following:

Machine learning (ML) classifiers have played a part in the
development of intelligent systems for several domains over
the years. ML approaches are gaining traction in identification
and detection of malware on both mobile and PC platforms.
Our work is based on unsupervised machine learning whereby
the features described in the previous section and supervised
machine learning that are acquired from a labelled dataset and
used to build and train a model. The ML algorithms considered
in our investigation include: K-Means, Random Forest.

1- Select k random instances from the training data subset as
the centroids of the clusters C1; C2; …Ck;
2- For each training instance X:
a. Compute the Euclidean distance D(Ci,X), i=1…k.
Find cluster Cq that is closest to X.

Our proposed approach in this paper for a machine learning
based zero-day Android malware detection is a composite
model of the homogeneous classifiers utilized in various
parallel combination schemes. The approach is intended to
leverage the strengths of different kinds of machine learning
algorithms to produce a single classification verdict for new
applications. where K-Means Algorithm used to divide
Original Dataset that discuss in section V into two groups for
simply (Pure Malware/Benign Group(PMBG) and Outlier
Malware/Benign Group(OMBG)) and Random Forest
Algorithm to Predicate any Android Malware. Figure 2
illustrates the building blocks of the detection approach.

b. Assign X to Cq. Update the centroid of Cq. (the
centroid of a cluster is the arithmetic mean of the
instances in the cluster.)
3- Repeat Step 2 until the centroid of clusters C1; C2; …Ck
stabilize in terms of mean-squared-error criterion.
4- For each test instance Z:
a. Compute the Euclidean distance D(Ci,Z), i=1…k.
Find cluster Cr that is closest to Z.
b. Classify Z as an anomaly or a normal instance using
the Threshold rule.

The constituent ML algorithms of the parallel detector
include:

3.4 Random Forest Classification Algorithm
3.3 K-Means Clustering Algorithm

The idea behind random forest algorithm is to construct a forest
of random trees. It is an ensemble learning method for
classification. It works by building a decision tree at training
time and outputting the class by individual trees. The training
algorithm for random forests uses the general technique of
bootstrap aggregating, or bagging, to the learners. The
advantages of random forest algorithm are its efficiency on
large databases, successfully handling thousands of input

K-Means clustering algorithm is performed for clustering
analysis in this study. The main idea here is to define k
centroids, one for each cluster. The next step is to assign each
application to the nearest centroid. K-means clustering
partitions the dataset by minimizing the sum of squares cost
function. [16] K-means clustering algorithm is data driven
method relatively few assumptions on the distribution of
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variables without deleting any variable. Moreover, it has an
effective method for estimating missing data and maintains
accuracy when a large proportion of the data are missing. [17]
Random forest algorithm is selected in the analysis of
permission based malware detection as a third decision tree
algorithm. The steps of random forest algorithm are given in
the following:

predication of two classifier decide the same label (Malware)
this mean the Android App is Malware else otherwise the
Android App is Benign.
Table 2: Dataset Groups

Benign
Malware
Total

1- Let the number of training cases be N, and the number
of variables in the classifier be M.
2- The number m of input variables are used to determine
the decision at a node of the tree; m should be much
less than M.
3- Choose a training set for this tree by choosing N times
with replacement from all N available training cases.
Use the rest of the cases to estimate the error of the
tree, by predicting their classes.
4- For each node of the tree, randomly choose m variable
on which to base the decision at that node. Calculate
the best split based on these m variables in the training
set.
5- Each tree is fully grown and not pruned.

PMBG
11324
5722
17046

OMBG
348
1096
1444

Total
11672
6818
18490

In order to evaluate the performance of the classifier model, the
10-fold cross validation technique is applied to the matrix.
Thus, the dataset is partitioned into 10 equal parts, k1, k2, k3 to
k10 without overlaps. Each step in the evaluation takes one
partition as test data and applies a trained model from the other
9 parts. The results are averaged to provide a final performance
results for the classifier. k-fold cross validation technique is a
very popular ML evaluation method and is appropriate to our
goal of determining the relative effectiveness of the ML
classifiers in detecting unknown malicious apps which is
emulated by the non-overlapping testing partitions. The
following performance metrics are used to investigate the
parallel classifier approach to Android malware detection.

4. DATASET
In this paper, the Android Dataset has been used in [18]. this
dataset extracted by [18], which called Original Dataset and it
has 18,490 Records and 151 permission Features as shown
Table 1.

 True positive ratio (TPR): This is the ratio of correctly
classified malicious apps to the total number of malicious
apps in the dataset.
 True negative ratio (TNR): The ratio of correctly classified
benign apps to the total number of benign apps in the dataset.

Table 1: Permissions Features

 False positive ratio (FPR): The ratio of incorrectly classified
benign apps to the total number of benign apps in the dataset.
 False negative ratio (FNR): The ratio of incorrectly classified
malicious apps to the total number of malicious apps in the
dataset.
 Accuracy (ACC): This is the total accuracy of the classifier
given by (TPR + TNR)/ (TPR + TNR + FPR + FNR).
 Error ratio (ERR): This is computed from: 1 - ACC.
 AUC (Area under ROC): ROC is the receiver operation
characteristics curve. AUC is an estimate of the area under
ROC which indicates the predictive power of the classifier.
Classifiers with higher AUC have better predictive power
and can provide for better sensitivity tuning.

5. EXPERIMENT SETUP
In this paper this dataset divided into two group according the
label (11672 Benign and 6818 Malware). the outliers in each
group has been extracted by K-Means Algorithms as shown in
Table 2. the dataset becomes as four groups: 5722 Pure
Malware, 1096 Outlier Malware, 11324 Pure Benign and 348
Outlier Benign. Pure Malware Group and Pure Benign Group
are combined in one Group Called Pure Malware/Benign
Group (PMBG). this Outlier Malware and Outlier Benign are
combined in one Group called Outlier Malware/Benign Group
(OMBG). the Random Forest Classifier used for these two
groups and for original dataset. each classification produces
Decision Tree Model to predicate Android Malware. First
extract its 151 permission Features for the new android app.
Second use the output models to predicate if this android app is
Malware or Benign as by using the following method: if the

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In order to obtain baseline results for investigating the parallel
classifiers approach to Android malware detection, the first set
of experiments were performed with each of the individual
candidate classification algorithms for the composite model.
The results from each of these classifiers are summarized
together in Table 3 and Compared with Other Classifiers such
as ID3 and Naive Bayes Classifiers as shown in Table 4,5.
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Table 3: Performance Results from the Three Individual
Classifiers (Random Forest)

We consider the proposed classification approach a practically
viable means of improving Android malware detection to
complement existing solutions. Especially, for detecting zeroday Android malware for which no signatures have been
derived.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In the present study, we performed a permission-based analysis
of malware classification for Android applications in three
major steps. In the First step, the Android dataset divided into
two group according by the label (11672 Benign and 6818
Malware). In the Second step, the outliers in each group has
been extracted by K-Means Algorithms. the dataset becomes as
four groups: 5722 Pure Malware, 1096 Outlier Malware, 11324
Pure Benign and 348 Outlier Benign. Pure Malware Group and
Pure Benign Group are combined in one Group Called Pure
Malware and Benign Group (PMBG). this Outlier Malware and
Outlier Benign are combined in one Group called Outlier
Malware and Benign Group (OMBG). In the Third step, the
Random Forest Classifier used for these two groups (PMBG
and OMBG) and for original dataset each classification
produce Decision Tree Model to predicate Malicious any
Android application. We expect that the results of the current
study might provide the basis for future research in malware
detection.

Table 4: Performance Results from the Three Individual
Classifiers (ID3)

Table 5: Performance Results from the Three Individual
Classifiers (Naïve Bayes)
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